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Label

GC NOVELS

Description

Category

Core Readership

 Highly selected stories
that are well accepted by
readerships of the posting
website in Japan

 New literary fiction,
Light Novels



Men in 30s to 40s

KOTONOHA

New Label

 The concept is “Meet a
story that resonates in
your heart” targeted for a
grown woman



『転生したらスライムだった
件』
『That Time I Got
Reincarnated as a SLIME 』
Animated TV series



『賢者の弟子を名乗る賢者』
『She professed herself pupil
of the wise man』
『転生したら剣でした』
『Reincarnated as a Sword』

 Fantasy

 Primary genre is fantasy,
characters represented by
a slime, sword, girl, etc.
A lot of unique stories.



Major Titles



 Literary Character

 Women in 20s to 40s



『わが家は幽世の貸本屋さ
ん』
『Our house is a haunted
rental bookstore
- a gateway to a parallel
universe -』



『極彩色の食卓』
『Recipes For Your Soul』
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Label

MM COMICS

Description

Category

Core Readership

 Comicalization(adoption
of a franchise into comic
book form from light
novel or anime) of hot
writings in Twitter or
posting websites

 Comic Book



Men in 20s to 50s

RIDE COMICS

 Mainly, transforming GC
Novels into Comics in
addition to the originals
 One of the rising label
today



『琴浦さん』
『Kotoura-san』

Animated TV series



 A great variety of comics,
such as four cell manga,
story manga, are
published

 Extract of series of comics
from Monthly E-Magazine
“COMIC RIDE” published
in a book form

Major Titles

 Comic Book

 Men in 20s to 40s

『奇異太郎少年の妖怪絵日
記』『Picture Diary of Monster
written by Kiitaro』

Animated TV series




『蒼い世界の中心で 完全版』
『WORLD WAR BLUE』



『多数欠』
『The Majority Death』



『賢者の弟子を名乗る賢者
THE COMIC』
『She professed herself pupil
of the wise man THE COMIC

Animated TV series

 『転生したらスライムだった件
～ 魔物の国の歩き方～』
『That Time I Got
Reincarnated as a SLIME 』


『もんれす- 異種格闘モンス
ター娘-』
『Monster Wrestling』
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Label

COMIC ELMO

Description

Category

Core Readership

 New label for women

 Light Comic Book for
Women





Keyword is “Empathy”
and “Emotional”

Women in 10s to 30s

COMIC ROUGE

New Label for girls

 Comics for girls, looking
for some stimulus

『組長娘と世話係』
『Yakuza and a Little Girl』
『KILLER’S HOLLIDAY』
『さくらと介護とオニオカメ！』
『The Caregiver, Oniokame!,
and Sakura』

 Following the meaning of
ELMO “LOVEABLE” , we
roll out loveable contents
for women



Major Titles

『ツカ子の婚活デスゲーム』
『Tsukako’s Death or Marriage
』

 Light Comic Books for
Woman

 Girls in 10s to 30s



『健全な恋ってなんだっけ？』
『What is a healthy hove?』



『花は根に、野犬は僕に』
『Flowers for the roots, Wild
dogs are for me』
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Introduction
To Titles
*All the English title names are tentative unless the licensee in the English territory publishes them.
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That Time I Got
Reincarnated as a SLIME
A Great Fantasy Adventure Of A man As a SLIME
Written By : Fuse, Illustrated By : Mitz Vah

◆Story◆
Satoru, an average 37-year-old office worker with no girlfriend, is stuck in a dead-end job, unhappy with
his mundane life. One day, after meeting with friends, he is stabbed to death by a passing robber on the
street. After making some requests during his death, he is reincarnated in another world as a slime with
the ability known as a predator, which can devour other creatures and obtain their skills.
Upon making friends with the dragon VELDORA, the slime, now known as RIMURU Tempest, embarks
on a journey to find a way to free VELDORA from his seal, encountering many different races along the
way.
His exploits with the other monsters set off a chain of events that will change his new world forever!

Genre : Fantasy, Another world
Date Of Issue : Jun 2014
Label : GC NOVELS

9

That Time I Got Reincarnated as a SLIME
Volume (As of Dec 2020)
1 – 17 (On-going)
Official Character Reference / Vol. 8.5 & Vol. 13.5

Rights sold for:

(As of Dec 2020)

Korean
Thai
Vietnamese
Simplified Chinese
Traditional Chinese
French
English
German
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Reincarnated as a Sword
Reborn Into A Fantasy World As A Sword,
Engrave the name as a Sword on New World !!
Written By : Yuu Tanaka, Illustrated By : Llo

◆Story◆

An average 30-year-old man and game enthusiast is suddenly killed by a car accident.
He finds himself reborn into a fantasy world,…but in the form of a sword!
Reincarnated as a sentient weapon with memories of his past life, but not his name, a
magical sword saves a young beast girl from a life of slavery. The catgirl named Fran
becomes his wielder and the adventuring partner he needs.
He and His partner, Fran, their journey in the fantasy world has only begun !!
Genre : Fantasy
Date Of Issue : July 2016
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean, Thai, Traditional Chinese,
English

Volume : 1-10 (As of Dec 2020)

11

She professed herself
A pupil of the wise man
An old wise man transformed into a beautiful girl !?
Written By : Ryusen Hirotsugu, Illustrated By : Fuzichoco

◆Story◆
Kagami plays a VRMMORPG called “Arch Earth Online.” He is a veteran player with a name
and appearance similar to an elderly bearded wizard from a particular book about a ring.
One day, he purchases a transformation item as a last resort to spend expiring currency and
gets the idea of choosing what he would want to look like if his character was ever a girl.
Falling asleep should have suspended the game, but Kagami wakes up still online and feels
the game has gotten a bit more realistic.
Did the game “Arch Earth Online” finally get a long-awaited update!?

Genre : Fantasy, Action, Another world

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : June 2014

Korean, Thai, Traditional Chinese, English

Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-14 (As of Dec 2020)
12

TANAKA THE WIZARD,

Who Never Had A Girlfriend In His Life
Welcome To TANAKA’s Fantasized Erotic World !!
Written By : Buncololi, Illustrated By : M-da S-taro

◆Story◆
TANAKA, a middle-aged man, is reincarnated into a fantasy game world with healing magic
“cheat.” Despite all his requests to reborn as a handsome man, his adventure begins with an
unchanged unattractive looks.
Treated as a suspicious person and imprisoned by a gatekeeper in the town, girls who he
meets entirely gives him a cold shoulder….
Nevertheless, TANAKA never gives up and thoroughly enjoys the journey in the fantasy game
world with his fantasized erotic desire!

Genre : Another world, Fantasy
Date Of Issue : November 2015
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean, Thai, Traditional Chinese

Volume : 1-11 (As of Dec 2020)
13

I am a villager,
what about it?
Reincarnated As A Villager Into The Adventure World
Written By : Arata Shiraishi, Illustrated By : Famy siraso

◆Story◆
Born in the remote countryside, Ryuto’s childhood friends were a cheat of a female hero and a
wise man.
One day at the age of 16, he was killed by a wise man, who was his childhood friend.
Soon, Ryuto was reincarnated as a villager.
Get the “effort cheat” and the “knowledge cheat”!
Although the status is the weakest, he is capable of even saving a hero!
This is a story about Ryuto in the adventure world becoming the strongest villager on the ground!

Genre : Action, Adventure
Date Of Issue : October 2016
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean

Volume : 1-7 (As of Dec 2020)
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A Dilatory Tamer’s Slow Life
Let’s Start A Fancy Slow Life with Pretty Monsters !!
Written By : Yuu Tanaka, Illustrated By : Nardack

◆Story◆
Yuto starts the popular “VRMMORPG,” logs in by selecting the profession “Tamer” that uses
monsters. However, Tamer is an unpopular occupation that was considered unsuitable for offense,
by the beta test. As expected, Yuto was assigned a monster without any combat power and died
three times in the first five minutes of the game.
In a situation where adventure remain untouched, he selects a different profession to take
advantage of the characteristics of monsters.
Things do not go as his wish, Yuto passes a slow life as Tamer with lovely monsters at his own pace
for the time being.

Genre : Fantasy, Adventure
Date Of Issue : May 2018
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean, Thai, Traditional Chinese

Volume : 1-6 (As of Dec 2020)
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I’ve Transferred To The
Different World, So I Become A
Magic Swordsman By Cheating
Become The Only One Magic Swordsman In The World !!
Written By : Shinkousyotou, Illustrated By : tomozo

◆Story◆
Kaede, an online-game enthusiast, fell asleep in the middle of playing the game through the
nights and awakes to find himself in a different world. Kaede determines to fully enjoy this
world using Swordplay and Magic-Cheat ability in his hand.
His name becomes well known as an adventurer with Magic-Cheat; he starts to receive risky
offers.
Further, the mysterious pretty girl, Elf, becomes acquainted with Kaede.
His storm-like adventure, begins!!
Genre : Fantasy, Adventure
Date Of Issue : October 2015
Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-5 (As of Dec 2020)

16

Expedition Meal For The
ENOKU Second Unit
A Survival Cooking By Forest Elf. Eat Up All The Fantasy Meal !!
Written By : Mashimesa Emoto, Illustrated By : Tera Akai

◆Story◆
A little girl, Meru-Risurisu is an unfortunate forest elf who was born without wealth, glamour, and
magic. To lift herself and her two sisters out of poverty, Meru takes a job as a medical orderly with a
4-person adventuring party sponsored by the Kingdom of Enoch. What she witnessed was a
miserable state of their nutrition, with meals consisting of hardtack and unchewable mystery meat
jerky.
Meru challenges to make sure everyone eats proper meals during the expedition
by using her forest elf expertise !!

Genre : Fantasy, Adventure
Date Of Issue : August 2017
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for:
Korean, Traditional Chinese

Volume : 1-7 (As of Dec 2020)
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I GOT A CHEAT and
moved to another world,
so I want to live as I like
Sexy Fantasy Battles For Ladies and Gentlemen !!
Written By : Munmun, Illustrated By : Mizuryu Kei

◆Story◆
Taro, a 30-year-old construction foreman, dies by an unexpected accident. However,
he receives a cheat-like ability from the god who allows him to cast healing magic
and the knowledge to produce potions.
Using his newfound powers in this new world, Taro gains wealth and changes his
name to “Tauro.” He soon marches into the neon districts of the new world.
It may be the beginning of a new legend in the new world!!
Genre : Fantasy, Another world
Date Of Issue : November 2017
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean, Traditional Chinese

Volume : 1-7 (As of Dec 2020)
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Berserk of Gluttony
Eat Away All The Enemies !!
A Boy’s Rebellion Against Authority Has Now Begun.
Written By : Ichika Isshiki, Illustrated By : fame

◆Story◆
In this world, there are two types of people: those who have powerful skills, and those who
don’t.
Fate works as a mere gatekeeper, and his only skill is gluttony that only makes him hungry.
One day, he unexpectedly kills a thief sneaking into the castle, and he realizes what his real
ability is. The skill that feeds upon the very soul of the subjects he kills, taking away all their
powers.
With the powerful skill, Fate, who is considered a useless man, slowly starts raising his head.
What will be his destiny !?

Genre : Action, Adventure

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : November 2017

Korean, Thai, Traditional Chinese, English,
French

Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-7 (As of Dec 2020)
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It Seems Like My Body Is
Completely Invincible
Her New Body is Too Strong to Control Herself !!
Written By : Chatsuhusa, Illustrated By : fuumi

◆Story◆
A sickly girl by nature who passed away at a young age wishes to be reincarnated with the
invincible body. Fortunately, her dream comes true.
This is a story of her reincarnating in another world as Mary Regalia, a girl who has a complete
invincible body with substantial attack power and defense power, most potent magic power,
highest speed, and maxed status that no one can defeat.
Mary tries to hide her unmatched cheat ability at all costs to lead an ordinary life !!

Genre : Fantasy, Adventure

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : August 2017

Korean, Traditional Chinese

Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-5 (As of Dec 2020)
20

The Great Cleric
Exceed The “CHEAT”!! The Survival Game in another world will now
begin.
Written By : Broccoli Lion, Illustrated By : sime

◆Story◆
An average office worker man, who got shot in the middle of work, is reincarnated into another
world with the name “Luciel.” To survive the dangerous world, he must go through very punishing
training.
One day, Earth’s God of Destiny, and Galdardia’s Chief God had a bet. The God of Destiny lost, and
chose ten mediocre souls to hand over.
The Chief God of Galdardia hands the new vessels to the ten souls.
And amongst those mediocre souls is only Luciel, who fight against his destiny of death.
How will this man grow from now on?
Not the God of Destiny, nor the Chief God of Galdardia, nor even the author himself knows.
Genre : Action, Adventure
Date Of Issue : August 2016
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean, English

Volume : 1-8 (As of Dec 2020)
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He Survives The Real
Fantasy World
By Cheating At The Items
Rise in the Fantasy World With Latest Knowledge!!
Written By : Furaisan, Illustrated By : BAN!

◆Story◆
Takeru, majoring in technology at university, is suddenly teleported to a remote village in a different
world.
A monster attacks Takeru, who was a stranger to such place. Just as he was about to die, a female
adventurer, Louise, saves him. She introduced him to a safer job as a laborer for a farmer. The dream
of being a Hero is over on day one…
After a while, Takeru discovers that his original language letters is considered sacred text in this
world and used in official documents. Thus he applies for a job in the local government office and
was made an assistant secretary. With the help of his superior, he begins inventing many handy tools.
Eventually he starts up a company with slave girls as employees selling those tools.
Apparently, the world starts to revolve around him!!
Genre : Action, Fantasy, Comedy
Date Of Issue : January 2015
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean

Volume : 1-6 (As of Dec 2020)
22

I Surrendered My Sword for
a New Life as a Mage
A branded boy as incompetent person …but in fact, he was the strongest
swordsman.
Written By : Shin Kouduki, Illustrated By : necomi

◆Story◆

The swordsman ended up his life after fighting the strongest Dragon King. Just before his
death, he longed for using magic. The Dragon King accepted his wish and got him to
reincarnate into another world with magic.
However, this time the boy, Soma is branded as incompetent person.
The boy who was once called the strongest swordsman and was admired as a “sword god”,
aims for the old glories with his potency!!
Genre : Another world, Adventure
Date Of Issue : September 2017
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean, English

Volume : 1-5 (As of Dec 2020)
23

ROLL OVER AND DIE:

I Will Fight for an Ordinary Life with My
Love and Cursed Sword!,
Story Of Girl’s Exciting Adventure In Fantasy World !!
Written By : kiki, Illustrated By : Kinta

◆Story◆
When the curse turns into a blessing, the despair is reversed-a dark light fantasy woven by girls
finally appears!!
"... I can keep on living?" says Flum, who has been chosen as a brave party with zero ability.
The only thing she has is the ability to "invert," which is a weak weapon. Sure enough, it wasn't
helpful at all in battle, and she wasn't able to do anything.
Gene, a wizard who is renowned as a genius, feels frustrated seeing Flum working energetically for
the party. He keeps tormenting her and eventually sells her off to a slave dealer.
The slave-dealer also abused Flum, was trying to make her a prey to a brutal monster as a sideshow.
However, her life suddenly "reverses" at the moment she gets the "curse of great sword" that melts
bodies.
When the curse turns into a blessing, the despair is reversed-a dark light fantasy woven by girls
finally appears!!
Genre : Action, Adventure, Fantasy
Date Of Issue : July 2018
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean, Traditional Chinese, English, Vietnamese
.

Volume : 1-4 (As of Dec 2020)

24

The World of Otome
Games is Tough for Mobs
“Ikke-men” (handsome dudes) should die!
An “Otome (maiden) game”-like fantasy is arising from the mob!!
Written By : Mishima Yomu, Illustrated By : Monda

◆Story◆
Reborn in the world of swords and the magical “maiden game,” Rion, a former Japanese office
worker, is despaired against the women-dominated society.
In this world, a male was simply livestock that only fed women.
The only exception was the “Ikke-men” (handsome dudes) army troops led by the Prince, which were
the capture targets of the game.
In such an unreasonable situation, Rion had a weapon. That is the knowledge of this game,
unreasonably taught by a cheeky sister during the previous life.
Originally, Rion wanted to relax in the countryside but decided to rise in revolt against the bitches
and the “Ikke-men” using her skills.
An opening of an eccentric main character’s upheaval fantasy!
Genre : Action, Adventure, Fantasy

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : May 2018

Korean, Thai, Vietnamese, English, Traditional Chinese

Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-7 (As of Dec 2020)

25

The Magician Who Rose
From Failure
Looking back at the people who have ridiculed him as incompetent,
a boy who once lost everything stands up with another world’s
knowledge as a weapon!
Written By : Hitsuji Gamei, Illustrated By : Fushimi Saika

◆Story◆
Lack of natural power disinherited Boy Arks. On a day of disappointment, Arks relived
the life of a man in another world in his dream.
He soon finds out that the knowledge gained from such a dream was the key to
realizing the magic and technology that was said to be impossible in this world.

Genre : Action, Adventure, Fantasy

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : August 2019

Korean, English

Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-3 (As of Dec 2020)
26

Necro Revives the Dead
- A skeleton eats the remains,
regains the lost life -

The Strongest “Necromacer” is born here!!
Written By : Tebasaki Suzume, Illustrated By : Kodama

◆Story◆
Toru Otonashi, who was promised death due to a mysterious disease, believes that a specific
medicine will be developed in the future, and goes into an eternal sleep (“cold sleep”).
But in the future world that he woke up, no drugs were developed, and his body was already a
skeleton.
Anon, a spirit that suddenly appeared, told him that this world is a fusion of the real world and
another world, and he can use magic.
Furthermore, Toru, who heard the existence of the magic that can revive the dead, starts to
wander the dungeon where the monsters crawl.

Genre : Another world
Date Of Issue : November 2019
Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-2 (As of Dec 2020)
27

Mynoghra the Apocalypsis

- World conquest by Civilization of Ruin Reincarnated as an “Evil god” in another world!?
Written By : Fehu Kazuno, Illustrated By : Jun

◆Story◆
Takuto Ira, who died at a young age, was reincarnated into a different world that resembles
the strategical fantasy SLG "Eternal Nation," which he use to be passionate.
"Takuto-sama, would you like to start over with me?"
A pretty girl, Atu, the hero unit of Mynoghra "Sludge-Witch," whispers to Takuto and a new
state Mynoghra was created. However, Mynoghra had an un-evil like characteristics of being
"domestic and not a warfighter."
They are a powerful group for the super-advanced users but were rated as "most difficult to
use" by the users!
Genre : Another world, Action

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : November 2019

Korean, English, French

Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-3 (As of Dec 2020)
28

A Witch with Magical Cheat
- A relaxed another world life with
creative magic -

Reincarnated an eternal journey of a cheat reincarnated witch.
A warm story that makes the people involved happy!!
Written By : Aloha Zachou, Illustrated By : Tetubuta

◆Story◆
Chise, who is a reincarnated girl that has vague memories of her previous life, goes on a
journey with Teto, who built Gorem.
Chise becomes the strongest witch with magical cheat using the “mystery nuts” made by
“creative magic” awarded as a reincarnation bonus.
Teto grows to a first-rate swordsman thanks to his physical ability, but…
Their journey is sometimes gentle and sometimes painful, bringing a warm breeze to the
hearts of the people they meet.
Genre : Another world, Fantasy
Date Of Issue : December 2019
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean

Volume : 1-4 (As of Dec 2020)
29

The Abandoned
Reincarnated Wise Man

- Creating the Strongest Empire in the
Forest of Demons -

The beginning of the world conquest by the strongest demon
corps!
Written By : Miraizin A, Illustrated By : Kiltkaiki

◆Story◆
A man once called a great wise man was reincarnated just before his death, retained his
memories because of the magic he applied to himself. But at times he was born, magic was
unnecessary; therefore, the baby was abandoned in the demon forest.
He was worried that he would eventually die, but he was lucky enough to be picked up by a
gentle goblin and raised at a demon village.
The matured wise man tries to develop the village to pay back to the demons, but things
start to happen.
One who was praised as a wise man leads demons to create a great empire !?
Genre : Another world, Fantasy
Date Of Issue : December 2019
Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-3 (As of Dec 2020)
30

Aweon Mall Another
World Store, Today is the
grand opening!
The transfer destination is another world !?
Written By : Taro Bandou, Illustrated By : SAKURAI ENERGY

◆Story◆
Aweon Mall is a large-scale suburban shopping mall.
Naoya, who works there, receives a mysterious notice of appointment.
The transfer destination is another world !?
The company that has opened a shopping mall in another world aims to achieve a monthly
sales of Yen 100 million!
The killing Elf, Rich the beauty, and the little girl Dragon will manage the different world mall
with another world residents!
* This story is fiction and has nothing to do with a real shopping mall.
Genre : Another world, Fantasy
Date Of Issue : May 2019
Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-2 (As of Dec 2020)
31

The Skeleton Mage of
Villain Hope
Perish Demons approaching from the abyss invite players to fear!!
Written By : Keguma , Illustrated By : Johndee

◆Story◆

Masashi Okada logged in to the new popular VRMMO, which was capable of creating a
demon avatar. Because he would be a demon anyway, he tried to play the role of a villain
perfectly. Being a demon caused inconveniences, such as not being able to enter the town
and to shop.
However, the main character based in an old workshop, which he luckily found, starts to join
forces with the same unfortunate demons one after another and begins to enjoy the game
as a villain skeleton magician Izam.
Genre : Another world, Fantasy
Date Of Issue : February 2020
Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-2 (As of Dec 2020)
32

Let This Grieving Soul
Retire! -Woe is the Weakling Who Leasds
the Strongest Party-

A rare hero or just a man!?
Let’s become a treasure hunter!!
Written By : Tsukikage, Illustrated By : Chyko

◆Story◆
That man - a rare hero or just a man? Wealth, honor, and power.
The golden age of treasure hunters, searching for treasures all over the world in search of
glory without fear.
“Let’s become a treasure hunter!”, Cry Andrich and his old friends sweared, however, they
are forced to give it up because Cry has no talent. However, everyone’s expectations for him
increase more and more with a risk of death…
Cry’s “Dogeza Skill” improves every time his old friends, who became superhuman,
rampage…!!
This is a story of a man aiming for peaceful retirement!!
Genre : Another world, Adventure
Date Of Issue : August 2018
Label : GC NOVELS

Rights sold for :
Korean, Traditional Chinese, English

Volume : 1-6 (As of Dec 2020)
33

Reincarnation of
Beastmaster
The life of the adventurous Mofu-mofu, woven by a girl with
the most robust natural character with everything out of the
ordinary, begins now!
Written By : Arata Shiraishi, Illustrated By : Tsubame Nozomi

◆Story◆

"I can't kill her!
Tricked by her family, Marisa sacrificed herself to the giant magical beast, Fenrir.
However, the situation takes a sharp turn when she remembered that she was the
grandson of a saint who mastered warfare in her previous life.
She quickly escapes from her predicament, and stroke back to her family, who tricked
her.
Accompanied by Fenrir, who behaved well, they start their life as an unrestrained
adventurer.
Genre : Another world, Adventure
Date Of Issue : July 2020
Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-2 (As of Dec 2020)
34

A Baby Journal of the
Strongest Dragon who
Suddenly became a Dad
A heartfelt story of a cross-species bond between a dragon
and a human's daughter
Written By : Ameko Kaeruda, Illustrated By : Sencha

◆Story◆
The dragon, revered by humans, had no idea what to do when a human child suddenly
appeared and called him daddy.
After much deliberation, he tried to return the child to her father in a nearby village;
but since he was such a slovenly person, he decided to raise the child by himself.
Raised as a real daughter, she grows up happily until she receives a notice of
admission to the human school.

Genre : Fantasy, Adventure
Date Of Issue : August 2020
Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-2 (As of Dec 2020)
35

Gacha Girls Corps
The Great Adventure & GACHA Fantasy in Another
World!
Written By : chinkururi , Illustrated By : yasutaka isegawa

◆Story◆

Heihachi, an average man who is addicted to the social game, is invited to another
world after he rolled the GACHA like he usually does. The GACHA from the social game
is available in his trusted smartphone; however, in spite of his dilemma, he continues
living on as a useless person, only utterly obsessed with social games’ Gachapon
systems.
It is a convenient cheat tool that can give out equipment and beautiful girl characters.
Now, he aims to create the world’s strongest army of beautiful girls in another world.
This adventure story makes your brain overflowing with vigor !!
Genre : Fantasy, Adventure
Date Of Issue : November 2016

Rights sold for :
Korean, Thai

Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1-9 (As of Dec 2020)
36

My beloved dog is the strongest
in another world
Takumi and his dog Leo woke up in a strange forest. And
somehow Leo, a small dog, has turned into a giant Silver
Fenrir!
Written By : Ryuuou , Illustrated By : Ririnra
◆Story◆

Takumi is an exhausted office worker who works overtime day after day.
One day when he woke up, he finds himself in a deep forest.
And there is a massive wolf in front of him.
Is this my dog, Leo (Maltese)!?
His dog transformed into the most powerful magical beast, "Silver Fenrir," and the
mysterious ability of "weed cultivation" was given to Takumi.
With two cheats, my goal is Slow Life!
Genre : Fantasy, Adventure
Date Of Issue : November 2020

Rights sold for :

Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1 (As of Dec 2020)
37

Adventure of the Outlawed
Tamer with Beautiful Explorers
Tame an extraordinary female adventurer and have a great
adventure day and night! The erotic light fantasy begins !!!!
Written By : Skyfarm , Illustrated By : Ookuma Nekosuke

◆Story◆
Rint, a "tamer" with a low-grade job title, arrives in the royal capital with his partner,
the beast demon Kyurke, to make a name for himself.
What awaited them on their way to the adventurer's guild was an encounter with
Bilena, an S-class female adventurer.
Even though they've never met before, Bilena asks Rint to join her party, and what
does he do?
An adventure story about making a deal with an extraordinary female adventurer and
a saint just barely within the bounds of the law!
Genre : Fantasy, Adventure
Date Of Issue : December 2020

Rights sold for :

Label : GC NOVELS
Volume : 1 (As of Dec 2020)
38

39

MONSTER WRESTLING

- Interspecies Combat Girls Hearted Battle By Pretty Monster Girls
Art : Ganmarei, Original Story : Tyataniyou, Producer : Takeo Aoki

◆Story◆
The latest craze in this peaceful world is the battle between fellow Demi-humans, “Monster
Wrestling.”
A young monster girl named Tirol dreams of stardom in the squared circle; however she has
failed the debut test fifteen times in a row.
Winning in the ring means walking a fine line between great pain and pleasure and unleashing
the beast inside.
To become a Pro-Monster Wrestler, she stands up to all the enemy Monster Girls !!
Genre : Battle, Action, Fantasy
Date Of Issue : October 2017
Label : RIDE COMICS

Rights sold for :
English

Volume : 1-4 (As of Dec 2020)
40

Saba-kan! Kai
Highschool Saba-ge Troops
Enjoy Your School Life With SURVIVAL GAME !!
Presented By : Wirue Kusinada

◆Story◆
Akaru Kushigata moved to a remote village. As she was heading to the school where she will
join, Akaru meets a weird girl test shooting a model gun.
Akaru, mistakenly, was dragged to a survival game event and ended up playing the game.
Although it was Akaru’s first attempt to play the survival game, everyone was impressed with
her skillful move.
A story of the youth of high school girls’ passion for survival game!
Genre : Battle, Action, School Comedy
Date Of Issue : November 2019
Label : RIDE COMICS
Volume : 1-2 (As of Dec 2020)
41

That Time I Got
Reincarnated as a SLIME

- The Ways of the Monster Nation The Long Awaited Spin-off SLIME is Finally Here !!
Art : Sho Okagiri, Original Story : Fuse

◆Story◆
The Rabbit-Human tribe girl, Flamela, whose analysis skill is highly evacuated, is appointed
to create the guidebook for this town from the reader of the Tempest, RIMURU. Now, she
claps eyes on the extraordinary spectacle that is concurrent with humans and monsters.
Furthermore, there is a formerly view of the town where she has never seen.
Flamela is now full of energy for exploring and meeting something new !!

Genre : Fantasy, Adventure

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : Apr 2017

Korean, Thai, Simplified Chinese, English,
French, German

Label : RIDE COMICS
Volume : 1-8 (As of Snov 2020)

42

She professed herself
A pupil of the wise man
- THE COMIC -

The Long Awaited Comicalization is Finally Here !!
An old wise man transformed into a beautiful girl !?
Art : dicca*suemitsu, Original Story : Ryusen Hirotsugu

◆Story◆
Kagami plays a VRMMORPG called “Arch Earth Online.” He is a veteran player with a name
and appearance similar to an elderly bearded wizard from a particular book about a ring.
One day, he purchases a transformation item as a last resort to spend expiring currency and
gets the idea of choosing what he would want to look like if his character was ever a girl.
Falling asleep should have suspended the game, but Kagami wakes up still online and feels
the game has gotten a bit more realistic.
Did the game “Arch Earth Online” finally get a long-awaited update!?

Genre : Fantasy, Action, Another World

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : March 2017

Korean, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, English

Label : RIDE COMICS
Volume : 1-7 (As of Dec 2020)
43

Berserk of Gluttony
- THE COMIC -

The Long Awaited Comicalization is Finally Here !!
Eat Away All The Enemies !! A Boy’s Rebellion Against Authority Has
Now Begun !
Art : Daisuke Takino, Original Story : Ichika Isshiki

◆Story◆
In this world, there are two types of people: those who have powerful skills, and those who
don’t.
Fate works as a mere gatekeeper, and his only skill is gluttony that only makes him hungry.
One day, he unexpectedly kills a thief sneaking into the castle, and he realizes what his real
ability is. The skill that feeds upon the very soul of the subjects he kills, taking away all their
powers.
With the powerful skill, Fate, who is considered a useless man, slowly starts raising his head.
What will be his destiny !?
Genre : Action, Adventure
Date Of Issue : September 2018
Label : RIDE COMICS

Rights sold for :
Korean, Thai, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese,
English, French

Volume : 1-6 (As of Dec 2020)

44

I GOT A CHEAT and moved to
another world, so I want to live
as I like- THE COMIC The Long Awaited Comicalization is Finally Here !!
Sexy Fantasy Battles For Ladies and Gentlemen !!
Art : Butcha-U, Original Story : Munmun

◆Story◆
Taro Sato, who was in his thirties, died in an accident and transfers to another world by order of god.
Taro Sato, who received a cheat ability to produce healing magic and remedy, changed its name to
“Tauro” and walked a new life in another world.
Adventure? Subjugation? No, no such dangerous things.
Yes, because I am an old man.
Interacting with people at red-light district, setback and growth, heated battle against strong
enemies.
A success story of a guy that called a new ripple at another world!
Genre : Fantasy, Another world
Date Of Issue : November 2018
Label : RIDE COMICS

Rights sold for :
Traditional Chinese, English

Volume : 1-4 (As of Dec 2020)
45

Gacha Girls Corps
- THE COMIC -

The Great Adventure & GACHA Fantasy in Another World!
Art : Syuu Haruno , Original Story : chinkururi

◆Story◆
Heihachi, an average man who is addicted to the social game, is invited to another world
after he rolled the GACHA like he usually does. The GACHA from the social game is available
in his trusted smartphone; however, in spite of his dilemma, he continues living on as a
useless person, only utterly obsessed with social games’ Gachapon systems.
It is a convenient cheat tool that can give out equipment and beautiful girl characters.
Now, he aims to create the world’s strongest army of beautiful girls in another world.
This adventure story makes your brain overflowing with vigor !!
Genre : Action, Adventure, Comedy
Date Of Issue : September 2018
Label : RIDE COMICS

Rights sold for :
Korean, Thai, Simplified Chinese, English

Volume : 1-4 (As of Dec 2020)
46

Do You Think Someone Like You Can
Defeat the Demon King? Because I was
expelled from the brave party, I want to
live a relaxed life at the royal capital
- THE COMIC -

The Long Awaited Comicalization is Finally Here !!
Story Of Girl’s Exciting Adventure In Fantasy World !!
Art : sunao minakata , Original Story : kiki

◆Story◆
Due to the “reverse” ability, despite that Flum is even less powerful than ordinary people, for
some reason, she was chosen as a brave party by God's announcement.
Naturally, she couldn’t contribute to the battle, but she worked hard to take care of everyone
and supported the party.
But Gene, a wise man who felt unpleasant about Flum, kept bullying her and forcibly sells her
to slavery.
Being despaired, Flum gets the "curse of the great sword."
Such sword brings a big “reversal” to the fate of Flum and the slave girl Milkit.

Genre : Action, Adventure, Fantasy
Date Of Issue : January 2020
Label : RIDE COMICS

Rights sold for :
Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, English

Volume : 1 (As of Dec 2020)

47

Revenge Executor's Second
Round Life at Another World
- THE COMIC -

In search of a deceased sister at the reincarnated destination, leads
to a “Black” hero!!
Art : Michi Saitoh , Original Story : Hozumi Mitaka

◆Story◆
In the winter five years ago, my sister was beaten and killed.
Kosuke Kurono, who devoted everything to revenge, finally achieved it.
There were no reasons to live, no regrets, therefore he terminated his life.
── That was how it should have been.
People who have had an unfortunate past are reincarnated to a world called Arcrea.
Kurono gained the same magic of [Black] as the past hero and reincarnated to Arcrea.
He searches for the “possibility of his sister being reincarnated at Arcrea” and starts a
new life in another world!

Genre : Action, Another world
Date Of Issue : October 2019
Label : RIDE COMICS
Volume : 1-3 (As of Dec 2020)
48

Reincarnated as a Sword
Another Wish
Art : Hinako Inoue , Original Story : Tanaka Yuu

◆Story◆
Together with her master, Fran takes on the challenge of a fantastic dungeon
that only appears once every three years.
At the far end of the dungeon, the two find a mysterious bell.
When they break the bell, a mysterious light envelops them...?
The official spin-off story begins, as Fran and her master cross over to various worlds!

Genre : Fantasy, Another world
Date Of Issue : September 2020
Label : RIDE COMICS

Rights sold for :
Simplified Chinese, English

Volume : 1 (As of Dec 2020)
49

Different World, Survival to Go
With the Master THE COMIC
You should have survived by the ability to use crafting games. But you became a
slave to the beautiful dark elf! Face the harsh world with sub-humans!
Art：ＳＡＳＡＹＵＫｉ Original story: Ryuto
◆Story◆

To conquer other worlds & dark elves with the ability to use crafting games --?
Before he knew it, he found himself in a different world.
Kosuke transferred to a strange land on the border between the wilderness and the forest. He
headed into the woods, hoping to secure a safe place.
While he was trying to survive in the woods, he realized that he gained the ability to acquire and
produce items like games.
For a moment, he thought that this would make his life more comfortable, but suddenly he was
attacked by a beautiful dark elf!
Genre : Fantasy, Another world

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : September 2020

Traditional Chinese

Label : RIDE COMICS
Volume : 1 (As of Dec 2020)
50

I Surrendered My Sword for
a New Life as a Mage
THE COMIC

A youngster with no talent in another world - the strongest in the world in his
previous life
Art: Chiharu Amano Original Story: Shin Kouduki

◆Story◆
There was a man who lived by the sword -- to prove that he stood at the top of the blade, he
challenged the strongest dragon and defeated him in exchange for his life.
The dragon praised the swordsman and tried to make his longing for [mastery of magic] come
true through reincarnation in another world.
A former swordsman reincarnated in a country where skills are supreme, and despite the
disadvantage of having no skills, he uses his previous life skills to fight to the death!

Genre : Fantasy, Another world
Date Of Issue : November 2018
Label : RIDE COMICS
Volume : 1-4 (As of Dec 2020)
51

The Magician Who Rose
From Failure
Art: Fushimi Saika Original Story: Hitsuji Gamei

◆Story◆
A boy named Arx was born into a noble family. He was expected to become the next head of
the family.
The family disinherited him because of his low magic power. From the moment he was
disinherited, the eyes of the people around him changed, and he spent his days being
despised by his parents and others.
One day, he had a dream in which he relived a man’s life – a man who lived in a world where
science had advanced instead of magic.

Genre : Fantasy, Another world
Date Of Issue : July 2020
Label : RIDE COMICS
Episodes Issued: 1-4 (As of Dec 2020)
52

53

The Yakuza’s Guide to
Babysitting
Heart warming story of Young Yakuza and a little girl.
Presented By : Tsukiya

◆Story◆
Toru, 28 years old, a young Yakuza leader of SAKURAGI Group, is such a selfcentered tyrant who was called “Devil” and feared by people.
One day, Toru is called by his boss and was appointed to take care of his little
daughter,
Yaeka.
Now, Toru’s life changes significantly with Yaeka.
A heartwarming story between Yakuza and a little girl !!
Genre : Comedy Drama

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : December 2018

Korean, English

Label : ELMO
Volume : 1-5 (As of Dec 2020)

54

KILLER’S HOLIDAY
Let’s get started!!
A wonderful party for “Murderers”!!
Presented By : matsu(A・TYPEcorp.)

◆Story◆
Harry, “The Cannibal Demon,” Richard, “The Psycho Killer,” Yue, “The Revengeful Spirit.”
They are so-called murderers.
Today as well, they gather around secretly for a drinking party!!
Full of excitements on topics such as their encounter, killing techniques, everyday life
stories!

Genre : Comedy comic
Date Of Issue : April 2020
Label : ELMO
Volume : 1-2 (As of Dec 2020)

55

Tsukako’s Death or
Marriage
If you can't get married, you'll die...? A geek girl’s
life-threatening search for marriage has begun!
Presented By : cojomo

◆Story◆

If you don't get married within a year, I will immediately hunt down your soul.
Tsukako, a secretly geeky single office worker, feels impatient with the rush of marriages around her
and hurriedly begins her marriage search.
She rushes to the dating agency where she meets a handsome marriage concierge, Nishikami, and
gets carried away with his sales talk. She inadvertently signs a contract that states, "If she can't
marry within a year, her soul will be hunted away."
To a surprise, Nishikami's true identity was a Grim Reaper!
"I just came here to get married~!
The "Life-threatening Marriage Activity" begins!

Genre : Comedy Drama
Date Of Issue : November 2020
Label : ELMO
Volume : 1 (As of Dec 2020)

56

The Caregiver, Oniokame!,
and Sakura
A human documentary about the world of nursing care, based on a
true story.
Presented By : Ayumu Takano

◆Story◆
The mentor and the trainee - what two caregivers face in a cognitive care facility's
dementia care ward. A human drama-documentary based on a true story that
will make you cry.

Genre : Comedy Drama
Date Of Issue : November 2020
Label : ELMO
Volume : 1 (As of Dec 2020)

57

Natsume & Natsume
"I want to be your hero!"
Presented By : Shunsuke Sorato

◆Story◆

"I want to be your hero!"
Natsume Shiranui is a second-year high school student.
The person of his dreams is his childhood friend Natsume Minazuki.
She runs to me when I'm in trouble and leads me the direction when I make a
mistake.
I want to catch up with her, who is always so dignified and cool, like a hero.
It is a story of Natsume and Natsume, how Natsume became a hero to Natsume.
Genre : Comedy Drama
Date Of Issue : December 2020
Label : ELMO
Volume : 1 (As of Dec 2020)

58

59

What is Healthy Love?
Art: Shimashieimy, Original Story by Riko Nanashino

◆Story◆

Sawa is an ordinary office worker, around thirty, who loves video games.
However, she has an "unusual relationship" with her younger childhood friend, Sota.
Sota, who is more than her best friend, less than her lover, and more than just a sex
friend, often comes rolling into her house.
One day, on her way home from her high school reunion, she was approached by
Aihara, who she had a crush on him at the time.
Can I go to your house? Sawa brings him home and gets into a sexual relationship with
him. Sawa is at the mercy of multiple unhealthy lovers' relationship.
A modern girl and three handsome boys,
The four-cornered relationship shakes the heart and body♥
Genre : Comedy Drama
Date Of Issue : October 2020
Label : Comic Rouge
Episodes Issued: 7 (As of Dec 2020)

60

Flowers are for the Roots,
Wild Dog is for Me
A forbidden love story of a son of a gang leader (high school student)
and a chaperone (a teacher)!
Presented By : Okeido

◆Story◆
He leaves home and goes to the farthest high school from his parents' house, where no
one knows who he is.
Shu makes friends and feels happy in his peaceful life.
But then the time comes for him to decide his direction beyond high school.
He secretly considers not taking over the family business, but a specific person flickers
in his mind.
"I wish you would stay by my side forever...
What will Shu's choice be?
Genre : Comedy Drama
Date Of Issue : October 2020
Label : Comic Rouge
Episodes Issued : 4 (As of Dec 2020)

61

62

Picture Diary of Yokai
Written By KIITARO
New Comical Cartoon Of Many Unique Monsters !!
Presented By : Riichi Kageyama

◆Story◆
Kiitaro, who is sensitive to spiritual, is always surrounded by many Yokai. He also has a pretty
Yokai roommate, Suzu. An enjoyable story with Kiitaro and Suzu.
Let’s enjoy Japanese Yokai world with Kiitaro.
A comedy cartoon about his ordinary life with unique Yokai, which is an animated TV series
in Japan !!
Genre : Comedy Manga

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : October 2013

Korean

Label : MM COMICS
Volume : 1-13 (As of Dec 2020)
63

Kotoura-San
High School Love Comedy Of Spiritual Girl Named
Kotoura-San.
Presented By : enokids

◆Story◆
A transfer student, Kotoura, an average-looking girl, has supernatural powers, tries to keep
a distance from other students because of her exceptional ability to read someone’s mind.
However, Kotoura’s classmate, Manabe, sitting next to her, approaches to her every day.
Eventually, she gets influenced by him.
Will she come out from her shell and close the distance between their minds?
Comedy cartoon about school love, which is an animated TV series in Japan !!
Prize-winning book “Manga Of The Year 2009.”
Genre : School comedy(fantasy) manga
Date Of Issue : October 2013
Label : MM COMICS

Rights sold for :
Korean

Volume : 1-7 (As of Dec 2020)
64

No-Shuku Meroncholinista
Capturing great attention on the internet!
The four framed gag comics that absurdly deploys are finally
published!
Presented By : nyaromeron

◆Story◆
Boasting great popularity on the internet,
"Weekly Meloncholinista," is finally published in a book!
The author himself carefully selected its posts from its homepage.
By making further corrections and edits, the book includes new content that is only available
in the book.
The about 200-page book includes a lot of new drawings.
With lots of fun, this book will make your abdominal muscle collapse with laughter!
Genre : Comedy manga
Date Of Issue : June 2014
Label : MM COMICS

Rights sold for :
Korean

Volume : 1 (As of Dec 2020)
65

WORLD WAR BLUE
A Fierce Power Struggle,
The SEGUA Kingdom VS THE NINTELDO Empire !!
Art : Crimson , Original Story : Anastasia Shestakova

◆Story◆
On the continent of CONSUME, an endless war rages between bitter rivals: the SEGUA Kingdom vs.
the NINTELDO Empire. Upon his dinosaur steed, the stern Emperor MARCUS has led the NINTELDO
Empire to near-victory. Now, with the majority of CONSUME under its control, NINTELDO has
SEGUA up against the ropes.
Enter a fleetfooted lad named GEAR, who seeks vengeance against NINTELDO for his brother’s
death. After joining SEGUA’s Army, GEAR is enlisted in the Special Forces, due to his amazing speed.
Yet the inexperienced, hasty youth may not be ready for the realities of war—or he might just
become the SEGUA Empire’s last and greatest hope.
Genre : Action, Fantasy
Date Of Issue : October 2013
Label : MM COMICS

Rights sold for :
English, Traditional Chinese

Volume : 1-10 (As of Dec 2020)
66

The Majority Absence
An Inescapable Choice, The Ultimate DEATH GAME !!
Presented By : Taiga Miyakawa

◆Story◆
One evening, suddenly, most people in the city died. One of the survivors, Saneatsu, a high
school student, and his group receives a message and a quiz which says “Now, Let’s pursue
with a majority death. Following each vote, the majority group of people dies”, says a man
named “Emperor” via a monitor.
With betrayal, conspiracy, and despair, to survive from the game, Saneatsu fights a battle to
the death !!
Genre : Horror, Suspense

Rights sold for :

Date Of Issue : January 2015

Korean

Label : MM COMICS
Volume : 1-6 (As of Dec 2020)
67

SS Couple wishes to Strech

– A Love Story of Shindo and Sakura
Presented By : Yuyu
◆Story◆

The two realize their love for each other and become real lovers.
Through various incidents, the bond between the two becomes
even stronger.

Genre : Comedy, Drama
Date Of Issue : July 2018
Label : MM COMICS
Volume : 1-3 (As of Dec 2020)
68

OTHER LABEL

69

DOGS OF IRON
That was a moment when a man and a dog bet their lives.
This story is a unique military dog story that spells strange bonds between
people, dogs, and robot dogs with a real touch!
Story By : Hiroshi Tominaga

◆Story◆
The dog trainer, Al, and the military dog, Luke, who resigned from the army due to a bomb injury, were reemployed at a private military company. A veterinarian who took care of them recommended them to the
company.
A prototype robot dog BDY-9 was waiting for them. Al and Luke were dispatched to a desert country, still
fighting the civil war. Their mission was to “train” BDY-9 so that BDY-9 could fight the battlefield.
All BDY-9 could do was “hand” and “sit.” While serving this mission with friends, they were being confused by
the robot's unique behavior but started to feel attached to the robot dog.
Soon they met Parrill and visited her village in response to her request.
However, it was a danger zone where armed forces with snipers and hounds await.
In an unaided situation, Al and Luke give orders to BDY-9 to break through the desperation.
A soulful story together with a dog in a desert country under civil war!
Genre : Action, war

Label : Other Label

Date Of Issue : December 2018

Pages : 352
70

Fuumeikakari
Ayakashi Kitann
A former samurai who was feared by the people as being a
“hundred slash” in the Seinan War, starts a cultural promotion
business with a little girl!?
Story By : SOW

◆Story◆

Kotetsu Nogi was a Samurai who was defeated by the new government forces in the Seinan War
caused by Takamori Saigo, a great hero of the restoration. A young girl, Uzuki, who works at the
Ministry of Home Affairs Security Bureau's Library Section, was waiting for Kotetsu. Kotetsu was
going to help Uzuki with her cultural promotion business. Soon he experiences various cultural
shocks. He has never tasted bread, and the differences in food culture-shocked him. Technological
innovation, such as telegraphs that reaches the United States, also shocked him.
What is the purpose and identity of Uzuki, who tries to lead Kotetsu, who can not accept the
cultural shift, and stubbornly tries to hold on his pride as a Samurai?
It is a mysterious story about a young former Samurai and an Ayakashi girl during the historical
westernization era in Japan.
Genre : Fantasy, History

Label : Other Label

Date Of Issue : October 2018

Pages : 256
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For questions regarding any of the titles listed in this catalog, please contact :

MICRO MAGAZINE, INC.
International Rights Division
E-mail: mg_rights@micromagazine.co.jp
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